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Problem C: GPU Accelerated Logic Re-simulation 
Yanqing Zhang, Haoxing (Mark) Ren, Ben Keller, Brucek Khailany 

NVIDIA 

Q&A  

Q1. Fail in launching on AWS. Cannot launch the EC2 VM . 

A1. Please find updated instructions at  

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/2/folders/1IrWXkHEED_gVsLPUGrIKNIOAE6BIp0WY 

→AWSGettingStartedGuide.pdf →5. Launch a VM instance from AWS Console. Check that you have 

requested a ‘spot’ in AWS, and not a ‘reserved’ or ‘dedicated’ .  

 

Q2. How do you determine if we use compilers other than gcc and g++ since we're not required to provide 

our source code? For example, participants using Intel C compiler (ICC) may take great advantage of 

ICC's superior single-instruction-multiple-data (SIMD) support. Our question is, how can the rules be 

imposed upon all participants such that no one will take advantage of this situation? 

A2. From Problem C's perspective, we don't see an issue as we don't restrict compilers. We do state some 

restrictions on submission format, outlined in the problem description document for the contestants. 

Excerpt: "Problem Formulation: The code may be written in any language, for example including, but 

not limited to, C/C++, CUDA, or Python. However, keep in mind that the code will be run on the 

contest-supplied GPU platform for evaluation." "Evaluation: Submissions that do not utilize GPUs to 

achieve speedups over the baseline implementation will not be evaluated." Also, please reference 

Figure 5 for submission format. 

We will not install any additional software packages on the testing platform. If they use specialized 

library, it needs to be included in the submission. 

 

Q3. I am wondering if the standard cell library （vlib file）will be the same for all test cases including 

hidden ones ? I've found that all combinational cells have single bit input/output and would like to 

know if this is true in cases. 

A3. The vlib file “GENERIC_STD_CELL.vlib" Is universal to all test cases, including hidden ones. Your 

assessment that all combinational cells have single bit input/output ports is true. In any case, bussed 

inputs/outputs, such as those on rams, are ‘non-single bit’ only in name—physically, they are still single 

bit ports. 

 

Q4. I noticed that some of the delay paths are specified with edge identifiers "posedge" or "negedge". How 

does these rules apply to x -> z and z -> x transitions? 

A4. For each arc entry in the SDF: (0,1,X) -> z transitions are turn-off transitions. Turn-off transitions may 

be defined specifically with a 3rd tuple following the rise and fall delay tuples (1st and 2nd tuple, 

respectively) in the SDF file. In the event a 3rd tuple does not exist, we take the minimum delay value 

in either the 1st or 2nd tuple. (0,1,Z) -> x transitions are unknown state transitions. Unknown state 

transitions can be thought of as having a 4th tuple following the previous 3 tuples in the SDF file, 

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/2/folders/1IrWXkHEED_gVsLPUGrIKNIOAE6BIp0WY
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/2/folders/1IrWXkHEED_gVsLPUGrIKNIOAE6BIp0WY
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where we take the minimum delay value in the 3 previous tuples. 

Now, across different arc entries, there are some special rules regarding transitions to and from ‘x’ state. 

For x -> z transitions, we should take the maximum time possible. For z -> x transitions, we should 

take the minimum time possible. 

I doubt simulation of logic gates will exhibit z transitions, so I doubt you will run into this issue. 

 

Q5. Is the Verilog code in flatten view ? 

Does the Verilog code have only one top module? 

Do the inputs and outputs of self-defined gate always assign in the same sequence? 

For example, there is a gate MyGate(a, b, c). 

Is MyGate always written in this way? MyGate _gate1(.a(_a), .b(_b), .c(_c)); 

Is it possible: MyGate _gate1(.b(_b), .a(_a), .c(_c));? 

A5. Yes, the Verilog code should be in flattened view. Yes, the Verilog code should have only one top 

module. We encourage contestants to download the benchmark set as early as possible and verify this 

for themselves. 

There are no self-defined gates in the netlist. Gate pin and net assignments are assigned by name, not 

sequence. It is possible for the text “MyGate _gate1(.b(_b), .a(_a), .c(_c));” to exist in the netlists. 

 

Q6. Are gates in all the circuits of test cases and hidden cases ordered in the topological order? Is it possible 

that there exist some rings of gates in the circuits?  

A6. There exists feedback in the combinational logic. However, there does not exist combinatorial loops. 
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Q7. For the answer of Q4 In the Q&A, it said that delay for turn-off transitions( (0,1, X) -> z) is defined by 

the minimum delay value in either the 1st or 2nd tuple if the 3rd tuple does not exist and for unknown 

state transitions( (0,1,Z) -> x) is defined by the minimum delay value in the 3 previous tuples. 

However, the reference for SDF format, IEEE Standard for Standard Delay Format (SDF) for the 

Electronic Design Process defined those transition delays by the following table, which is quite 

different from the definition in the Q&A. Which one is correct? 

 

 

A7. Please use Table 1 in the IEEE Standard for Standard Delay Format (SDF) for the Electronic Design 

Process. It is not only correct, but a much more clearer answer to Q4. 

 

Q8. Does the test cases only have combinational circuit? 

A8. A quick search of the problem description yields no mention of the phrase ‘test case’, so we will assume 

‘test case’ means ‘benchmark’ for this question. Each benchmark (both hidden and non-hidden 

benchmarks) contains a gate level netlist .gv, and a VCD file that contains the known signal waveforms 

for all primary input and pseudo-primary inputs (such as register/RAM outputs). The netlist .gv will 

contain combinational gates and sequential gates. Only unknown signal waveforms need to be 

simulated. 

 

Q9. We saw the problem description mention that re-simulation is performed on gate-level combinationl 

logic, so we want to know whether there are DFF and latch in the testcases. 

A9. A quick search of the problem description yields no mention of the phrase ‘test case’, so we will assume 

‘test case’ means ‘benchmark’ for this question. Each benchmark (both hidden and non-hidden 

benchmarks) contains a gate level netlist .gv, and a VCD file that contains the known signal waveforms 

for all primary input and pseudo-primary inputs (such as register/RAM outputs). While there exists 

DFF and latches in the gate level netlist .gv, there doesn’t seem to exist a DFF or latch output signal 

that needs to be simulated during ‘re-simulation’ in any of the testbenches (hidden and non-hidden) up 
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to this point. 

 

Q10. For those clock signals which trigger the sequential elements in the input of the circuit, do they all 

have a constant period? 

A10. Different clock signals within the same design may or may not exhibit the same period. Clock signals 

between different designs may or may not exhibit the same period. The same clock signal within the 

duration of the same testbench will have a constant period, if it is not gated. 

 

Q11. I noticed that some given signals in the input .vcd file are also the outputs of some sub-instances in the 

circuit. Are those instances all sequential elements? Will the simulation change those output values? 

and are the values of outptuts of all sequential elements given in the input .vcd file? If not, what is the 

initial value for outputs of the sequential elements and register? 

A11. Up to this point, all outputs of instances that are given in the ‘input VCD’ file are sequential elements. 

They are known signal waveforms, and the simulation is not required to simulate, or change those 

values. The simulator should simulate the unknown signal waveforms. So far the input VCD files 

should have been made to provide the values of the outputs of all sequential elements. The initial value 

for outputs of the sequential elements and registers should be ‘x’ at time 0 of your re-simulation. 

 

Q12. Setting up AWS spot instances gives me “<some_error_message_X_X>”, what do we do? 

A12. We encourage contestants to reference AWS documentation as well 

(https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/concepts.html) for AWS issues. 

 

Q13. I have problem about simulation. 

What happened if a2 signal in the AND gate of upper-right of figure 3 raise at 21999ps while others 

remain the same? 

Could you please explain in this case how do we "take the smaller delay" of the signal? 

Our guess is that the answer would be 22021ps(count signal a2) or 22038ps(count signal a1), is this 

correct? 

A13. The situation you have described does not incur ‘taking the smaller delay’ because signals do not 

switch simultaneously – they do not constitute a multiple condition switching scenario. When A2 rises 

at 21999ps A1 is still low. 

 

Q14. We wonder whats the difference between d1,d2,d4 and d8 of some gates with the same functionality in 

GENERIC_STD_CELL.vlib for example there is GEN_AND2_D1,GEN_AND2_D2,GEN_AND2_D4  

and GEN_AND2_D8. 

A14. D* represents drive strength. They may have different delays. 

  

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/concepts.html
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Q15. I have noticed that the vcd of sequential components’ output don’t need to be re-simulate since it exists 

in input vcd. However, I have found out that the time of output vcd is longer then input vcd to those 

outputs. So, should I have to still simulate the waveform of sequential components which is over the 

input signal ?     

A15. We are required to give output collaterals in time stamps as specified in each benchmark’s README 

file. Time of output vcd may be longer than input vcd because combinational cell switching activity 

may occur after the last switching activity occurs on the sequential elements. In such cases you can 

assume the sequential components ‘hold’ their value for the rest of the duration of the simulation. 

 

Q16. In order to have a sense about the performance of our initial simulator, we may compare its time with 

t_baseline. 

Would you please provide more details about the simulation tool and which computer machine you get 

t_baseline for described circuits and test benches? 

A16. T_baseline is measured using a conservative CPU based method. It exists as one of the ‘safeguards’ to 

ensure contestants truly have used a GPU implementation. The best way to ‘get a better idea’ of what 

the t_baseline numbers are is to submit a successful beta or final submission. 

 

Q17. (1) According to Q3, the vlib file is shared among all test cases. Is to okay to compile the standard 

library into binary before submission so that I won't need to process it when testing?  

(2) This might be a question similar to Q11. There are some wires that are assigned to constant values 

(1'b0 or 1'b1). It seems like the policy of the VCD file is to dump all x values at time 0 and also the 

sample output does indeed dump constant values but at a time after 0. I'd like to know which time 

should the assigned constant values be accounted for since it's value does not change. 

I would like to note that in some cases the $dumpvars section is used to record initial values but the 

wires assigned to constants are still x. This differs from the result I got from using ncverilog. 

A17. (1) Though it’s not clear to us what ‘compile the standard library into binary before submission’ 

means, you may certainly compile the vlib during the ‘GraphPreprocessing.exe’ step (see problem 

description document, Figure 5), so the vlib compilation time is not counted against your testing 

time. While the vlib file is shared among all test cases, it’s possible we will update it (with some 

extra ram sizes). 

 (2) I think the policy for assign values is: Initial values all at ‘x’ at time 0, ‘# delay’ then skips to the 

required recording time, at which time you begin recording the ‘correct’ values of each signal. 

Example: signal mmio_axi4_0_aw_bits_qos_3_ In benchmark 

ExampleRocketSystem_DefaultConfig_mm_sampleOutput.vcd, lines 127939, 233455, 259766. 

In some cases where the start time is 0, you will only need to record the final ‘stable’ value at the time 0 

timestamp, such as signal csb2cdma_req_prdy In benchmark 

NV_NVDLA_partition_c_dc_24x33x55_5x5x55x25_int8_sampleOutput.vcd, Lines 52324, 52464. 

In some corner cases where an assign value may be overwritten by a driver in the *input.vcd, go with 

the value in *input.vcd. Such as in NV_NVDLA_partition_m_rando_input.vcd Line 2138 and 

NV_NVDLA_partition_m_rando_sampleOutput.vcd Line 544570. 
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Finally, I think some benchmark’s README portion that states what timeframe *sampleOutput.vcd is 

recording is wrong (such as NV_NVDLA_partition_m_dc_24x33x55_5x5x55x25_int8). We’ve 

updated these, please feel free let us know if some things still look wrong. Note: We should match 

simulator results to the given files, as we don’t guarantee results from other 3rd party tools (for 

example, note everyone has access to ncverilog, not everyone has access to VCS, not everyone has 

access to ModelSim, etc.) 

 

Q18. I have trouble to find the delay for instance 

"u_NV_NVDLA_pdp_ICCADs_u_core_ICCADs_u_cal2d_ICCADs_bank1_uram_0" in 

NV_NVDLA_partition_o_GEN.sdf 

Does each instance have a corresponding delay in .sdf? 

A18. No. 

 

Q19. In GENERIC_STD_CELL.vlib, there is syntax,  "specify", in some modules which describe the 

delay. How do we deal with if the delay is defined in .sdf? 

A19. SDF delays back-annotate, or ‘replaces’ specify delays. More information can be found in the IEEE 

Standard for Standard Delay Format (SDF) for the Electronic Design Process. 

 

Q20. In the benchmark NV_NVDLA_partition_m_dc_24x33x55_5x5x55x25_int8 signal direct_reset_ is set 

to x at t=0 (line 210) and set to z (line 557) at t=1 (line 397). Why does it record "(T0 0) (T1 0) (TX 

2972036001)" (line 274) in the saif file? Shouldn't it be "(T0 0) (T1 0) (TX 1) (TZ 2972036000)"? 

Also, signal u_NV_NVDLA_cmac_ICCADs_u_reg_ICCADs_req_pd[26] is set to z at t=0 (line 382) 

and t=1 (line 411), why does the saif record "(T0 0) (T1 0) (TX 2972036001)" (line 1094) ? Shouldn't 

there be at least 1ps of TZ? 

A20. The settings we have lumped the TZ and TX times for input signals all into TX. This is something that 

never made it into the problem description document, which is an oversight on our part. We are sorry 

for the confusion. In fact, I think if you search across all given .SAIF files, you won’t find any TZ 

times. To remedy this, the Q&A section will be updated, and we’ve updated 

ICCAD2020_ProblemC_saifdiff.py to reflect this (Just TX+TZ for each signal needs to match). 
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Q21. According to the standard of value change dump file format defined in the IEEE Standard 1364-2001, 

the section beginning with $dumpvars keyword lists the initial values of all variables dumped and 

should be closed by a $end keyword. The simulated output vcd files do follow this standard, however, 

the input vcd files only declare the keyword $dumpvars, and followed by the value change dump 

section which begins at timestamp #0. There is no variable being initialized and no $end closing it. Is it 

a mistake in file format? If not, then what are the initial values of these input variables? And for those 

variables not specified in the input vcd files, how to initialize them before simulation?  

 

Finally, is it possible to release the result of the whole simulation of each benchmark, and how do you 

generate these results? It will be very helpful for us to clarify the simulation rules. 

A21. Yes, a bit weird indeed the $end doesn’t show up in *input.vcd . Perhaps it is a mistake in file format – 

we should still interpret the values in *input.vcd given at timestamp #0 as the init values though, to 

match with results given in *sampleOutput.vcd . Uninitialized values are always ‘x’. 

Giving the VCD result of the entire benchmark results in over 500 GB of data, making it not evenly 

accessible to all contestants. Results are generated from a commercial simulator – the same testbench is 

ran 3 times to individually dump the *input.vcd, *sampleOutput.vcd, and *.saif. We cannot clarify 

further as not all contestants have even access to all commercial simulators (how we wish we were 

given a server with available commercial licenses, then contestants can see and run the testbench for 

themselves. ☹ Alas, let us make do with what we have). 

 

Q22. We have tried to solve problem C of ICCAD contest 2020, and have encountered a problem:  

When we identify a cell in the netlist according to the standard cell library .vlib file, say we  identify 

the cell "NOR", how could we establish the behavior of the cell? I.e., how could we establish the   

truth table of the cell? Since according to the .vlib file, we have only the circuit consisting of logic 

gates for the cell (or worse, there are self-defined structures).  

Do we need to write an identifier for all the cells within the .vlib file? As there are thousands of such 

cells, this is an impossible task.  
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Would you kindly tell us how to deal with the cells? like: 1. narrow down the cells within the .vlib file, 

say to tens of cells or less; 2. provide us an API library for generating a truth table for each cell. Many 

thanks in advance. 

A22. The GENERIC_STD_CELL.vlib file is self-contained. There are a few udps for some sequentials only 

for demonstrative purposes – the contest problem doesn’t require you to simulate sequentials. All 

combinational gates (which you do need to ‘re-simulate’ , and there are only about ~50 types of cells 

total, not sure where we see thousands of cell types :/ ) are defined by Verilog primitives. For example, 

the GEN_NOR2_D1 Gate has the Verilog built in primitive ‘nor’ in it. For truth tables of the primitive 

‘nor’, you can do a quick search online or find a textbook with their truth tables. 

 

Q23. Surely we could get the truth tables for each primtive. Our question is, would we write a piece of code 

for each cell (say 50 of them merely counting the primtives)? If so, would you provide anything to 

alleviate the burden? As it seems seems an extra buren to Problem C. 

A23. Yes, write code for each cell. No, we will not provide this. 

 

Q24. It is stated in the document that "All minimum:typical:maximum values are the same". I found this in 

the sdf file of benchmark NV_NVDLA_partition_m_dc_24x33x55_5x5x55x25_int8. 

 

Is this correct? 

A24. No, it is not correct. Tt is probably caused by a rounding error during truncation to 3 significant digits. 

Use the typical value (0.036) in these cases. 
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Q25. (1) What's the meaning of the lines between 'specify' and 'endspecify'? 

 

(2) We've found some complicated modules like the one below? Do we need to take these into 

consideration while solving the problem? 
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(3) If we need to consider these modules, could you tell us the meaning of words like '[5:0]', 'always', 

'posedge', 'reg', 'if', 'assign'? Or do you have any quick learning materials on these? Our strength lies 

in mathematics and computer science and we are not familiar with hardware design language. But 

once we know the definitions of these, the rest are much easier for us to solve. 

A25. (1) Can be answered by learning about ‘specify’ statements in Verilog, and their relationship to .SDF 

file back annotation. 

(2) No, sequentials need not be simulated, as their output waveforms should be given in the *input.vcd. 

Their module definitions are included only for demonstrative purposes. 

(3) These are common keywords in Verilog. You can do a quick search online for tutorials on Verilog. 

One example is this one http://www.asic-world.com/verilog/verilog_one_day1.html. We don’t 

endorse any specific learning material. 

 

Q26. For IOPATH delays defined in the SDF file, some of them are specified with the prefix (posedge, 

negedge) which describes the delay between the input to output more detailedly. However these 

IOPATH delays only defined the delay of posedge and negedge, but unknown transition(x->z and z->x) 

at the input is not defined. Does this situation(unknown transition at input) never happen in the 

simulation? 

A26. It will not occur in this contest problem because we do not include tri-state gates in the simulation. 

 

Q27. According to the value change dump file format defined in the IEEE Standard 1364-2001, $dumpvars 

keyword should be closed by a $end keyword, but some of the sample output VCD files in benchmark 

do not follow this rule(ex: NV_NVDLA_partition_c_dc_24x33x55_5x5x55x25_int8). Will it affect the 

verification program and how we generate output vcd files? 

A27. Please check Q&A Q21. Again apologies for the confusion. 

 

Q28. (1) We have read the .vcd file, and found the following two sentences: 

 

first 

$var wire 4 G1  

u_partition_c_ICCADs_u_NV_NVDLA_cdma_ICCADs_u_img_ICCADs_pixel_planar0_lp_burst 

[0:3]  

$end  

and then  

 

b0x G1 

 

It seems that in the first sentence "G1" has four bits, and in the second sentence "G1" is assigned 

with a two-bit vector "b0x". So our question is whether our understanding is correct? If so, how 

does the assignment happen? should we assign the two-bit vector "b0x" to the first two bits of G1 

and fill the latter two bits with '0'?  

http://www.asic-world.com/verilog/verilog_one_day1.html
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(2) We have read the .vlib file and found in the module of line 4025 that it seems a sentence of 

"always ... " is missing, as in the following. 

 

A28. (1) You always expand the value ‘leftwards’. In this case, b0x = b000x. Then, because your 

signal is defined as big endian, you have u_partition_c_ICCADs_u_NV_NVDLA_cdma_ICC

ADs_u_img_ICCADs_pixel_planar0_lp_burst[3] = x, u_partition_c_ICCADs_u_NV_NVDLA_

cdma_ICCADs_u_img_ICCADs_pixel_planar0_lp_burst[0] = 0. 
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(2) I don’t think there’s a typo. Your file may have been corrupted during download, or maybe 

there’s some shadow edit in error. In any case, I don’t think it matters, you don’t need the 

Verilog description for a sequential like RAMS to complete the contest problem, the dout 

signals should have been given. The Verilog description for sequentials are only there for 

demonstration purposes. 

 

Q29. We have several questions: 

(1) We treat x->0 as negedge and x->1 posedge while other cases involving x linkwise. Just want to 

confirm whether it is correct; 

(2) For the output, We are wondering whether it is necessary to output those value changes that are 

provided in input.vcd? 

(3) We have found parameter mismatch between the definition of a module and its usage in 

NV_nvdla_GEN.gv . E.g.: 

 

module GEN_FA_D1 (a,b,ci,s,co); 

  input a; 

  input b; 

  input ci; 

  output s; 

  output co; 

  wire net0, net1, net2; 

  xor (s, a, b, ci); 

  and (net0, a, b); 

  and (net1, a, ci); 

  and (net2, b, ci); 

  or (co, net0, net1, net2); 

  specify 

    (a => co) = (1, 1); 

    (b => co) = (1, 1); 

    (ci => co) = (1, 1); 

    (posedge a => s) = (1, 1); 

    (negedge a => s) = (1, 1); 

    (posedge b => s) = (1, 1); 

    (negedge b => s) = (1, 1); 

    (posedge ci => s) = (1, 1); 

    (negedge ci => s) = (1, 1); 

  endspecify 

endmodule 

 

GEN_FA_D1u_partition_c_ICCADs_u_NV_NVDLA_cdma_ICCADs_u_img_ICCADs_u_sg_ICC
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ADs_U172 ( 

        .a( 

and         

 

u_partition_c_ICCADs_u_NV_NVDLA_cdma_ICCADs_u_img_ICCADs_u_sg_ICCADs_rsp_img

_line_st), .b( 

        u_partition_c_ICCADs_u_NV_NVDLA_cdma_ICCADs_u_img_ICCADs_u_sg_ICCADs_r

sp_img_w_burst_size[0]), .ci( 

        u_partition_c_ICCADs_u_NV_NVDLA_cdma_ICCADs_u_img_ICCADs_u_sg_ICCADs_r

sp_img_p1_burst_cnt_0_), .s( 

        u_partition_c_ICCADs_u_NV_NVDLA_cdma_ICCADs_u_img_ICCADs_u_sg_ICCADs_

n2865) ); 

 

It seems the usage of the module does not use the parameter co. We treat co as a unconnected pin. Is it 

correct?   

A29. (1) I think so. 

(2) Yes, match what is provided in the benchmarks’s *sampleOutput.vcd 

(3) Correct. If we want to be nit-picky, this instance of GEN_FA_D1 has an unconnected output 

pin .co. Other instances of GEN_FA_D1 may have connected output pin .co . 

 

Q30. We have encountered some problems while test NV_nvdla_small_rando.  We find the the 

mismatching as follows: 

 

in SampleOutput: 

 

... 

#20000 

... 

b00110 5%E 

... 

#22001 

... 

b11010 5%E 

... 

#26001 

... 

b10101 5%E 

... 
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while in Input: 

 

... 

#18001 

... 

b110 z! 

... 

#22001 

... 

b11010 z! 

... 

#26001 

... 

b10101 z! 

... 

 

The two signals z! and 5%E pointing to the same wire 

u_partition_a_ICCADs_u_NV_NVDLA_cacc_ICCADs_cfg_truncate [0:4], whose signal is produced 

by udp_dff in cell GEN_DFCLR_D1.  Would we use the signal given in the input file for the wire? Or 

should compute the signal ourselves? 

 

In other words, we note that the produced signal of a sequential cell is already given in the input file. 

However, we find that using the signal directly results in an output different with the Sample Output. 

We are wondering whether we should recalculate the signal produced by the sequential cell? As we 

were told "as sequential is provided in input and do not require us to simulate." as in QA22, just to 

confirm the message.  

 

Besides, SampleOutput file contains many signal changes at "#20000" that are far more than our 

prediction. Did many of  these signal changes actually happen before #20000, but were recorded in the 

file at  #20000 

A30. I hope I’m understanding your question correctly: You use the signals given in the *input.vcd file. I 

think this signal u_partition_a_ICCADs_u_NV_NVDLA_cacc_ICCADs_cfg_truncate [0:4] matches in 

the *input.vcd and *sampleOutput.vcd file.You are NOT required to simulate signals from sequentials 

and input ports. 

 

Those aren’t necessarily ‘signal changes’ at timestamp #20000 for NV_nvdla_small_rando benchmark. 

I think what is happening is, because the benchmark requires you to start recording your signals in the 

vcd at #20000, you need to give the values of all the signals at timestamp #20000. So yes, many 

of  these signal changes actually probably happened before #20000, but we need to record them 

starting from timestamp #20000 as specified in the benchmark’s README file.  
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Q31. Unfortunately, we indeed find the signal 

u_partition_a_ICCADs_u_NV_NVDLA_cacc_ICCADs_cfg_truncate [0:4] in *input.vcd does NOT 

match with that in *sampleOutput.vcd file (You can check the two values in *input.vcd and in    

*sampleOutput.vcd file or see the files enclosed for the summarized difference ).
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A31. Ok I’m a little confused… 

I think the evidence you provided me indicates that they DO match???? You are showing me in 

*input.vcd, #20000 occurs on line 47222. So the only relevant values are those from line 47222 

onwards, plus the one value change that happens just before 47222 (the ‘initial’ value at timestamp 

#20000). 

You are showing me that in *input.vcd, the relevant values, from line 45814 onwards are: 

110, 11010, 10101, 11111 

You are showing me that in *sampleOutput.vcd, the relevant values, from line 644455 onwards are: 

00110, 11010, 10101, 11111. 

So the values match, right? Could you elaborate a little more on exactly where (for example, what is the 

first timestamp of ‘first failure’, either in *input.vcd, or *sampleOutput.vcd, where the 2 values no 

longer match?) 

After some thought, I can think of 2 other reasons that might be throwing you off. One is the x value on 

line 417708 of *sampleOutput.vcd – that is just an initialize value because the simulation starts at time 

#0, but you are only required to record values starting from time #20000 (known sequential signals 

included). And, this should be consistent across all benchmarks that have a non-0 start time for 

*sampleOutput.vcd signal dump. 

The other reason I can think of is maybe I wasn’t clear in my answer to Q&A question Q28.  The 

values at timestamp #20000 ‘b110’ and ‘b00110’ are equivalent. Let me try to find another way to 

explain the answer to Q28. You should consider ‘b____’ values, unless otherwise stated, as unsigned 

binary values, not signed values. So add ‘0’ to expand leftward in this case. The only exception may be 

‘x’ or ‘z’ highest bit values (in which case I believe you expand with x and z as well), though I haven’t 
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come across this situation just yet. :/ 

I hope this helps you? 

 

Q32. Thanks for the rapid response for QA28. We have a small follow-up question on "expand the value 

'leftwards'": 

For 4-bit vector, we regarded "b0x" as "b000x" and "b1x" as "b001x". Say, fill the vacancy of the 

vector with 0. Is it correct?  

Also, should "bx"  be treated as "b000x" or "bxxxx" ？ and "b1" as "b0001"， correct?   

A32. No worries. Good questions. Lots of rules: 

Assuming a 4 bit signal: 

B0x = b000x 

B1x = b001x 

Bx = bxxxx (let me know if you see otherwise) 

B1 = b0001 

 

Q33. I wonder why there is a bunch of x values at the end of the sample VCD output of 

benchmark NV_NVDLA_partition_c_dc_24x33x55_5x5x55x25_int8. Could you clarify the policy for 

dumping values at the dumpoff_time?   

A33. That just means the cutoff timestamp has been reached without any events happening at exactly that 

time. If an event happens at exactly the cutoff time, it’s best you record it. However, if you don’t record 

it and just output x’s for everything at the cutoff time, we won’t consider the simulation ‘wrong’, even 

if the vcddiff reports diffs at the cutoff time. This is because it’s a bit arbitrary to consider if exactly at 

the cutoff time the simulation should be inclusive or not. 

 

Q34. For Q30 and Q25 you answered that no sequentials need not to be simulated. We want to make sure we 

got that right . 

(1) Does any cell with registers considered to be sequential? 

(2) So based on what you said, we shouldn't produce or detect any signal changes (for sequential output 

signals) more than signal changes that the vcd input file gives us. Is that true? 

(3) Another thing is that the time you gave us in t_baseline.csv for each benchmark is for simulating 

signals from dump_on to dump_off time of output described in readme file of each bench mark or 

for simulating dump_on to dump_off time of input ? 

A34. (1) Don’t quite understand the question. Anyhow, the sequentials’ output waveform should be given in 

*input.vcd 

(2) Still don’t understand the question. Use the waveforms given in *input.vcd. 

(3) T_baseline.csv records the time taken to simulate the entirety of the simulation given 

in*input.vcd . 
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Q35. In the benchmark benchmark ExampleRocketSystem_TinyConfig_median. 

(1) I've noticed in partition_* benchmarks, the results of some signals are not recorded because they are 

not used anywhere (as primary input or connected to any gate). However, I 

found fbus_ICCADs_coupler_from_port_named_slave_port_axi4_ICCADs_buffer_ICCADs_

Queue_1_ICCADs__T_sink in the aforementioned ExampleRocketSystem benchmark to be an 

exception. How should I handle this? 

(2) I've found these instances at the end of the sample SAIF. 

I wonder if this should be ignored by the saifdiff program since I don't see these two gates labeled 

anyway in the gv file. 

(INSTANCE debug_1_ICCADs_dmOuter_ICCADs_dmiXbar_ICCADs_U87 

   (NET 

      (z 

         (T0 2539935010) (T1 0) (TX 0) 

         (TC 0) (IG 0) 

      ) 

   ) 

) 

(INSTANCE debug_1_ICCADs_dmOuter_ICCADs_dmiXbar_ICCADs_U86 

   (NET 

      (z 

         (T0 2539935010) (T1 0) (TX 0) 

         (TC 0) (IG 0) 

      ) 

   ) 

) 

 

(3) I've found these signals in the sampleOutput.vcd of benchmark 

ExampleRocketSystem_DefaultConfig_rando. 

 

which is the input/output of this gate  

 

  GEN_INV_D1 tile_ICCADs_fpuOpt_ICCADs_fpiu_ICCADs_U293 ( .i( 

        tile_ICCADs_fpuOpt_ICCADs_fpiu_ICCADs_n101), .zn( 

        tile_ICCADs_fpuOpt_ICCADs_fpiu_io_out_bits_in_in2[51]) ); 

 

The excessive x values at the output seem very odd to me. I wonder if this is correct. 

 

A35. (1) The best way to handle unconnected signals it is to not record it. We won’t count it wrong, even if 

vcddiff reports a diff. We thought we took out all the unconnected nets, guess we missed a few. 
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(2) Same case as above. The cells exist, just their z pin is unconnected. The SAIF file has been updated 

for this benchmark. 

(3) This (ExampleRocketSystem_DefaultConfig_rando) benchmark’s golden files are wrong. 

Something horribly wrong has happened. *rando* benchmarks are created by controlling a scan-

chain like structure to force sequential output pins to have random patterns on them. In this 

benchmark, only a portion of the bus 

tile_ICCADs_fpuOpt_ICCADs_fpiu_io_out_bits_in_in2[64:0] is actually tied to sequential output 

pins (the inverter in your example is of course, not a sequential output pin).  This mistake leads to 

some nets (such as tile_ICCADs_fpuOpt_ICCADs_fpiu_io_out_bits_in_in2[51]) to have multiple 

drivers, which leads to wrong x values. Files for this benchmark (and other benchmarks that may 

have the same issue) have been updated. 

 

Q36. I found the following in the NV_nvdla_small_rando benchmark  

gv file: 

  assign nvdla_core2dbb_aw_awid[2] = 1'b0; 

  assign nvdla_core2dbb_aw_awid[3] = 1'b0; 

  assign nvdla_core2dbb_aw_awid[7] = 1'b0; 

  assign nvdla_core2dbb_aw_awid[6] = 1'b0; 

  assign nvdla_core2dbb_aw_awid[5] = 1'b0; 

  assign nvdla_core2dbb_aw_awid[4] = 1'b0; 

input vcd: 

$var wire 8 { nvdla_core2dbb_aw_awid [7:0] $end 

 

which exhibits multiple drivers for the same wire and there should never be multiple drivers, right? 

 

Also, 

please check the result of this gate 

  GEN_AO22_D1 u_partition_o_ICCADs_U6848 ( .a1( 

        u_partition_o_ICCADs_u_NV_NVDLA_cdp_ICCADs_u_dp_ICCADs_u_NV_NVDLA_CDP

_DP_LUT_ctrl_ICCADs_u_LUT_CTRL_unit0_ICCADs_X_exp), .a2( 

        u_partition_o_ICCADs_u_NV_NVDLA_cdp_ICCADs_u_dp_ICCADs_u_NV_NVDLA_CDP

_DP_LUT_ctrl_ICCADs_u_LUT_CTRL_unit0_ICCADs_dat_info_shift[8]), .b1(u_partition_o_ICCA

Ds_n13595), .b2( 

        u_partition_o_ICCADs_u_NV_NVDLA_cdp_ICCADs_u_dp_ICCADs_u_NV_NVDLA_CDP

_DP_LUT_ctrl_ICCADs_u_LUT_CTRL_unit0_ICCADs_X_lin_frac_int8_msb[8]), .z(u_partition_o_I

CCADs_u_NV_NVDLA_cdp_ICCADs_u_dp_ICCADs_dp2lut_Xinfo_0[8]) 

         ); 

 

This is the waveform from the sample output 
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The x values are definitely incorrect. 

A36. Yup. It’s a mistake on our end. We’ve updated the benchmarks to fix this issue. (Though 

NV_nvdla_small_rando is now no longer part of the given benchmarks, this issue was fixed for other 

benchmarks. Contestants should be receiving an email announcing some revisions to the contest 

problem soon. Hang in there.) 

 

Q37. (1) Hi we have a problem with vcddiff . When we try to use vcddiff to check if theres any differences 

the vcddiff gives us wrong errors . 

" tbench.tbench.n45463 (!17199 , q|%) differs at time 0 

(x0) 

(?x) 

" 

We checked both vcd files and both of the signal valuse in the time 0 were set to x . Also we have 

this problem with a lot of other signals too. I don't know what is the problem because the SAIF files 

matches . 

Also we have other questions about producing vcd files. 

(2) how we should treat "dumpvars" part ? should we place every signal value for time 0 in this part 

and remove time 0 (remove #0)? 

(3) Should we erase dumpvars part ? and place a #0 time in vcd? 

(4) Should we use same identifiers as input vcd in the output vcd that we are producing? 

(5) Should we use vcddiff in any special way? We just run "./vcddiff code1.vcd code2.vcd" . 

I will also send you a small part of our vcd for partition_o if you want to check what's wrong. Thank 

you... 

A37. We debugged your issues. Inconsistency in VCD format is caused by 2 issues: 1. Tool version for 

NV_NVDLA_partition_m benchmark is not the same as the other benchmark (minor reason), 2. 

Unbeknownst to us, the vzt2vcd tool changes file format (major reason). To remedy this, we’ve done 3 

things: 1. We’ve deprecated using vzt2vcd tool for ALL benchmarks. 2. We’ve gone back and re-

formatted all VCDs to maintain one consistent format: “$dumpvars for initial state, no “#0’, initial state 

ends with $end, no x dumping at the end to signify end of simulation”. 

In addition to addressing your questions, we’ve also made revisions to our contest problem from other 

sources of feedback. So actually, we’ve dropped requiring vcddiff to pass to get a benchmark score. 

You no longer need to worry about dumping output VCDs and maintaining its format. Contestants 

should be receiving an email announcing some revisions to the contest problem soon. Sorry for the 

confusion. ☹ Hang in there. 
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If you are curious, technically $dumpvars with and without #0 is not the same…but actually most 

commercial (but not the open source vcddiff we have) vcddiffs ignore/waive/do not report this diff. And 

in practice, vast majority of the time it makes no difference. :/ 

 

Q38. I have some questions about the VCD file format for problem C: 

(1) According to QA33, we can output x’s for everything at the cutoff time when generating an output 

VCD file. However,  I found that the sample output VCD file in 

benchmark NV_NVDLA_partition_m_dc_24x33x55_5x5x55x25_int8, did not record anything at the 

cutoff time, but I did find some other benchmarks output x’s for everything at the cutoff time. 

Which one should I follow? Will it is considered wrong that I follow one but the golden VCD file 

follows another? 

(2) For the response of QA21 and QA27, the "$dumpvars" keyword in some of the released VCD files 

do not follow the standard(not enclosed by a $end and initialized value at time 0),  but some output 

VCD files do follow the standard(variables being initialized in "$dumpvars" declarations). My 

question is that does every input VCD files follow the previous rule? or some would follow the 

standard? 

(3) For "expand the value 'leftwards'" in QA32, I infer that the output and input VCD file would shrink 

the values of bus if possible. However, I found some of the sample output VCD files didn't shrink 

these values. Though the response for QA31 clarify that these two formats are equivalent, vcddiff 

still consider they are different, the picture attached is the result of two identical VCD file but one 

shrinks values but another does not. Should I shrink the values while generating the VCD file? 
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A38. (1), (2),(3): 

We debugged your issues. Inconsistency in VCD format is caused by 2 issues: 1. Tool version for 

NV_NVDLA_partition_m benchmark is not the same as the other benchmark (minor reason), 2. 

Unbeknownst to us, the vzt2vcd tool changes file format (major reason). To remedy this, we’ve done 3 

things: 1. We’ve deprecated using vzt2vcd tool for ALL benchmarks. 2. We’ve gone back and re-

formatted all VCDs to maintain one consistent format: “$dumpvars for initial state, no “#0’, initial state 

ends with $end, no x dumping at the end to signify end of simulation, no value shrinking”. 

  

(3) In addition to addressing your questions, we’ve also made revisions to our contest problem from 

other sources of feedback. So actually, we’ve dropped requiring vcddiff to pass to get a benchmark 

score. You no longer need to worry about dumping output VCDs and maintaining its format. 

Contestants should be receiving an email announcing some revisions to the contest problem soon. 

Sorry for the confusion. ☹ Hang in there. 

 

We realized from your question 2. That contestants need a consistent VCD format in order to efficiently 

parse the input VCDs, thus, we went back and reformatted all the VCDs to be consistent 

(https://drive.google.com/drive/u/2/folders/1IrWXkHEED_gVsLPUGrIKNIOAE6BIp0WY) . Same 

deal for your question 3. The consistent format should be that values are NOT shrunk. Turns out 

vzt2vcd does this automatically, and it’s just creating a lot of headaches for a lot of people apparently. 

So, we’re not using vzt2vcd anywhere anymore. 

 

 

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/2/folders/1IrWXkHEED_gVsLPUGrIKNIOAE6BIp0WY

